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FLiP is published annually by students and mentors at New Urban Arts, a nationally recognized interdisciplinary art studio for high school students and emerging artists in Providence, Rhode Island. Our mission is to build a vital community that empowers young people as artists and leaders to develop a creative practice they can sustain throughout their lives.

FLiP volume 14 was created by high school students and artist mentors at New Urban Arts in Providence, Rhode Island, 2017.

The FLiP 2017 Team:
Zaidee Everett, Artist Mentor
Tycho Horan, Artist Mentor
Adrian Fernandez, Studio Assistant

Cover Artwork by George Dauda

Extra Special Thanks to Sir Speedy Cranston

COME TALK TO US:
New Urban Arts
705 Westminster Street
Providence, RI 02903
www.newurbanarts.org

CHECK OUT WHAT WE’RE UP TO AT:
www.facebook.com/newurbanarts
www.newurbanarts.org
www.twitter.com/newurbanarts
Artist Mentors
- Alan Tracy
- Alejandra Peralta
- Carmel Dundon
- Dana Heng
- Diane Exavier
- Emily Sun
- Eric Axelman
- Katie Gui
- Jason Fujikuni
- Kah Yangni
- Muggs Fogarty
- Polina Volfovich
- Tristan Rodman
- Tycho Horan
- Vaughan Carman
- Vuthy Lay
- Zaidee Everett

Study Buddies:
- Hannah Bialer
- Mel Soter

Resident Artist Mentors
- Aneudy Alba
- Ian Cozzens
- Tom Van Buskirk

Program Team
- Jordan Moment, Studio Assistant
- Kevin Lamoureux, Studio Advocate
- Mara O’Day, A Life After School Coordinator
- Adrian Fernandez, Studio Assistant
- Emily Ustach, Director of Programs
- Ashley Cavallaro, Youth Programs Manager
- Owen Muir, Studio Organizer

Administrative Team
- Daniel Schleifer, Executive Director
- Tamara Kaplan, Finance and Operations
- Saulo Castillo, Development and Communications AmeriCorps*VISTA

S.T.A.B.
- (Studio Team Advisory Board)
- Alani Diaz
- Alicia Terrero
- Ben Chaplin
- Chris Sime
- Elizabeth Jweinat
- George Dauda
- Jose Toribio
- Khaleel Williams
- Kiani Sincere
- Maria Ramirez
- Pamela Fernandez
- Yisel Vasquez
Tick
Tick
Tick
Tick
Always Tick
Tick
Tick
Tick
Tick
Consistent, persistent, relentless
Tick, Tick, Tick, Tick
Chased, paced, faced
Tick, Tick, Tick, Tick

Tock...

Waite, What?

Tock. Unapologetic, honest, assured
Tock. Assertive, passionate, fulfilling, genuine, attentive,
Unique

Tock.
Am I tock?

-Anonymous
everything on this planet
understands that everyone makes
mistakes/who eats ramen noodles plain/
who would rather adopt than shop/
is disabled (and open about it)/
open about their mental illness/
is really funny/who takes the bus/
who is paying rent for their mother in the
one bedroom apartment they grew up in/
who still lives in that apartment because
there is almost nowhere to go and start your
own life/ can give a speech about how much
we’re failing, how much they’ve failed, and
can inspire us all to just do so much better
fights for animal rights/not racist/
understands LGBTQ+ community/
supports Trans/Makes minimum
wage affordable to live
I want a president WHO...

...has lived through poverty/has gotten bad grades in school/has been through hell and back/who is not privileged/who doesn’t think one million dollars is a small loan/who doesn’t want to kiss their own daughter on the mouth/who’s a feminist/is as cool as NUA/

has respect for everyone and
Untitled (on losing)

Your presence here unlimited
I found a new shape of self
the same time you came into life.
I only associate you with new becomings
like abundant trees in the summer.
Lost my car charger
that night I got lonely.
Drove around at 3am.
Texted me and told me
you loved having me in your life.
I opened windows and was lulled to sleep
by breezes caressed me.

-Rochelle Blu

For The first time in a
long time, blue is
Calming not saddening

In Time you will grow
and you will be okay